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PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Annealed, Monolithic, Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated, Insulated, Notches, Drill holes, Spacers, Grids,
Gas Filling.... so many options...
A glass fabrication company can and should be a highly efficient custom manufacturing operation. But most glass
companies are being held back on the shop floor - and wherever else work is done on isolated systems, data is
entered over and over again or procedures are limited, inadequate and outdated.
FeneVision is the first glass fabrication system designed from the factory floor up, rather than from the office down. It
doesn’t try to take command in the front office only to lose its way in the factory. It wasn’t dreamed up by some
programmer or accountant.
Instead, FeneVision was created and built by manufacturing engineers with a world of experience in process control
systems and manufacturing integration - and more than a decade of direct experience in glass and window
manufacturing.
FeneTech has used that knowledge and capability to create an advanced manufacturing system that captures data
once, and then uses it efficiently everywhere from the front office to the shipping dock and back again. FeneVision
helps you "create" time throughout your organization by automating what can be done better by computers and by
connecting the process and people that achieve more by working together – all based on one central Microsoft SQL
Server database.
Bringing it all together lets you gain control over the chaos of mass custom manufacturing. Giving you instant access
to accurate information improves decision-making and customer service. Making it easy to use helps you improve
productivity and reduce training costs.
Fenetech’s goal is not to just sell software, but to become your long-term partner for manufacturing and business
excellence, to help bring everything in your business together how it should be. In glass fabrication, it all starts on the
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factory floor, where FeneVision truly excels - so you can.
FeneVision CORE business functions include the handling of quotes, order entry, fully dynamic calculation of BOM’s,
automatic pricing, purchasing, stock control, capacity planning, scheduling, production control, online and fully
dynamic glass cutting optimization, CNC control of all current cutting lines available on the market, bar-code and
touch screen tracking, delivery planning, reject management, information center as well as the FeneVision
WEBCENTER.
Additional modules include one of the most powerful CAD/CAM solutions available on today’s market - FeneVision
SCAD as well as FeneVision VIRTUAL DIGITIZING.
The FeneVision LSC LineScanner and CULLET scanners – highly specialized and sophisticated technology for
measuring, defect detection as well as tempering fragmentation tests.
Together with its affiliated company RoviSys, the group employs more than 200 software engineers and developers
who deliver process control system integration, plant information, software engineering, product development - all
with a world of experience in process control systems and manufacturing integration – and more than a decade of
direct experience in glass and window manufacturing.

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
Since 1996 FeneTech Inc, based in Aurora/OH, has been developing highly sophisticated software solutions for the
glass and window manufacturing industry. The rapidly changing business environments including tougher economic
times require software solutions that are modern, reliable and extremely flexible. Fenetech delivers this technology in
its innovative and modern FeneVision ERP software solution and an uncompromising commitment to serve their
customers. The FeneVision Enterprise Resource Planning System is unique in that it offers full integration from start
to finish.
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